THE EFFICACY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS: A REVIEW.
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ABSTRACT:
This article is regarding the efficacy of Physical Education and Sports in Secondary Schools and it’s Objective. The roles of government in this issue are also elaborated in this paper. In physical education classes, children should have an opportunity to participate in equal ability group so that they have a chance to exhibit their talent. Important is to understand how best we can achieve mutual benefit and how efficiently we can achieve the objectives of general education. At the last of article it is focused on recasting the existing education programmes.

BACKGROUND
I. Role of Physical educaion and sports:
Every education commission has recognized the importance of physical education and emphasis the educational goal of development of child. Bucher defines physical education as “an integral part of the total education process a field of Endeavour that has as its aim the development of physically, mentally, emotionally and socially fit citizens through the medium of physical activities that have been selected with a view to realize these outcomes. [6, 9] The word ‘physical’ refers to the body characteristics such as physical strength, physical development, physical health and physical appearance. Thus physical education refers to the process of education that goes on in the school through all activities in the development and maintenance of the individual body. There is a growing awareness and insists that boys and girls, during their school years be given opportunities to obtain useful and positive information to success in the school. A programme of health training instruction should be familiarly connected with other school activities, which have health content and health relations because activities in sport and games are the means of achieving health training. In physical education classes, children should have an opportunity to participate in identical ability group so that they have a chance to exhibit their talent. The vast development of motor qualities is an asset to a sportsman for the athletic success. In 11 – 14 years of age group the motor qualities
can be developed very fast. The development and refinement of performance in motor activities is one of the major developmental tasks of childhood. According to Robert M Malina all normal children have potentials to develop and learn a variety of fundamental and special motor activities since such activities are an integral part of their behavioral repertoire. [28] As referred in physical training instruction manual it is given that Cardio-respiratory endurance is characterized by moderate contractions of large muscle groups for relatively longer periods of time, during which maximum adjustments of the cardio respiratory systems are necessary as in sustained running, swimming, bicycling and also the Cardio-respiratory endurance involves the efficiency of such elements as the heart and lungs, the vessels supplying the blood to all parts of the body, the oxygen carrying capacity of that blood and the capillary system receiving that blood. Letter Moser studied certain cardio-respiratory changes on two physical education classes of grade seven of equal physical fitness. One of the classes ran 880 yards daily in addition to normal programme of physical education whereas other class served as the control. The experimental group improved significantly in 600 yard run walk and Kasch pulse recovery test.

Mookharjee in his study found that a regular programme of swimming of 15 weeks duration significantly improved Cardio-pulmonary dynamic index of swimmers. Certain physical fitness tests are available like Partick Ross Cobb had constructed a motor fitness test battery for girls in lower elementary grades. The items included in this test were Clarke’s strength composite, Micloy’s endurance ratio, leg extension and flexion, well’s sit and reach, Dodging run, bass length wire stick balance, and vertical jump. And Glover had developed a physical fitness test for the primary grade children. The items of the test were a. standing broad jump b. 400 feet shuttle run c. sit ups and d. seal crawl.

II. Role of Indain Government for Physical Education:

The central government has been advising state government to arrange special accent on preservation and development of play-field, indeed, the backbone of the sports promotional programmed. The importance of participating in sports and physical education activities for good health, a high degree of physical fitness, increase an individual efficiency and also its value as a means of beneficial activity promoting social agreement and discipline, is recognized in the sports policy adopted by the government of India. [11, 19, 31] The policy speaks of promoting and developing traditional and modern games and sports and also yoga, by providing the necessary facilities and infrastructure on a large scale and by inculcating sports consciousness among the youth and masses and physical education activities, the nation is made healthy, fit and strong. [2, 3] The national policy on education has clearly stated that sports and physical education are an integral part of learning process and will be included in the evaluation of performance that the nationwide infrastructure for physical education. [4,5,34] Also the state and central governments should be educated to give preference and positive considerations to those students who undergo physical educations as a subject or course of study in matters of education and employment.

• Criteria of a Sports School:

The sports school most provides all the standards of equipment and facilities depending upon the needs of various age groups. When one deals with children it must be strictly according to the specification otherwise it may do much harm to the children. Doctor’s services are needed not only for treatment of diseases, injuries etc. but also for selection of candidates too. The candidates for admission must be examined by well-qualified specialists. Generally, the
admission requirements are only good health and good academic grade in schools. If the selection is made for the 10 – 11 years of age groups, it must be purely on the basis of health. However, some of the candidates may be admitted conditionally and for 2 – 3 months trail lessons can be given under close observation before their admission is confirmed.

III. Objective of the efficacy Physical Education and Sports in Secondary Schools:

The objective of the present review is to assess the development of physical education and sports in the secondary school. To evaluate the physical education intramural sports competition to assess the development of physical education in the school.

No doubt physical education comes as a handy-means in this respect and helps the child to interpret and manipulate the external world, offers an educational dimension to the activity and tries to bridge up the gap between school and physical world but one thing is definite, that the gap between physical education and general education is getting reduced to the benefit of both [15, 17, 36]. The National Education Association (1918) set forth Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education which include the following seven objectives; health, command of fundamental process, worthy home membership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure time and ethical character. In this respect physical education aims not only in teaching physical activities but in achieving the goals of general education through activities.

Our schools have to make physical education a truly integral subject of school curriculum. This requires two conditions to be fulfilled; they should meet the various technical requirements of physical education and secondly, they should given special importance to the subject so as to make it acceptable to the pupil on par with other school subjects. This can be done only when we have evolved a sound philosophy and a scientific attitude along with humility indicative of to be corrected in necessary, and desire to adjust and adopt our work to suit the needs and interest of the students. Besides, to render physical education, to plan, organize, conduct and work effectively, good leadership and wise followership are required. Mostly time given to physical education in a school goes under the name of tool consisting of two or three periods at lower levels but as the student moves towards higher classes physical education rarely finds a place in the time-table probably under the excuse of examination preparation. The present conditions seem to be quite conducive for such a dialogue and we have to take the best advantages of changing attitudes in the educators and administrators. The essential prerequisite for such a dialogue, of course, is a positive self-concept along with mutual respect and regard for each other. What is more Education as a dynamic force of improvement and development has to take into confidence various areas of special interest like Health Education, Recreation, Physical Education, Work Experience, Movement Education, Fine Arts etc., and coordinate the forces in order to give meaning and objective to its activities.[6,19, 20 ]

III. Conclusion:

At present, physical education is not given an educational orientation as such; this is because of the emphasis given to the recreational aspects rather than to the educational aspects. We have to look at the physical education from the educational perspectives because it has a direct impact in the teaching-learning process and organizational and administrative aspects. In general it is found that The problem in the present day school is that the classroom teachers do not undertake physical education programmes and physical education teachers do not participate in classroom teaching and other curricular programmes with the result that wide gap exists
between classroom and play fields. Also the state and central governments should be educated to give preference and positive considerations to those students who undergo physical educations as a subject or course of study in matters of education and employment
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